COVER LETTER
Prospective authors who send a manuscript and have not been published before by ALLRO
must submit to ALLRO either their CV containing a list of publications or a cover letter.
These documents are important for the elaboration of our list of contributors. The CV can be
in any format.
The cover letter can be a letter of introduction using a free, personal style or it can use a
standard template. It can be emailed to : analeromana@uoradea.ro . It can be sent in the
language of the manuscript: either in English or in Romanian, French, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese. Authors must use it to introduce themselves, their activity and the subject of
their manuscripts. The following aspects must be included:
 Presentation of the author(s), affiliation, institutional address, email address;
 Title of the manuscript;
 Short description of the subject;
 The topic(s) from the list of topics covered by ALLRO- see “THE TOPICS COVERED
BY OUR JOURNAL” on http://analeromana.uoradea.ro/ ;
 The reason(s) why the manuscript suits the profile of ALLRO;
 The statement that the submitted manuscript is the author’s own original work
Sample text of cover letter:
Your name, institution, address (personal and/or institutional), e-mail address
Dear Editor-in-Chief,
I am……

I work …… / My areas of research….. (My doctoral thesis was/is, I am pursuing a

doctoral thesis on ….)
I hereby confirm that the manuscript entitled………………………………. is my own original
work.
The article focuses on/ aims the ……………… It can be included in the category “The
dynamics and trends of Romanian literature” from your list of topics. It suits the profile of
your journal because………………
I confirm that this manuscript is not submitted elsewhere.
Sincerely yours,
Date… , name or e-signature

If the manuscript is accepted, authors must know that:

 Any further published research on the exact topic based on this article requires a
citation of ANALELE UNIVERSITĂŢII DIN ORADEA FASCICULA LIMBA ȘI
LITERATURA ROMÂNĂ;

 The article should not be sent

for concurrent submission to another journal.

However, the article can be integrated in an ampler and further research (in a book,
in a doctoral thesis, but not in another journal) with obligatory reference to the article
published in ALLRO. Prospective authors must inform the reviews editors from the
start if they do not fully comply with this condition. If the publication elsewhere is
pending, the manuscript is not accepted. It shall not be sent to the reviewers.
 After review, the manuscript is in one of the four categories: fully-accepted, minor
revisions, drastic revisions, rejected. A rejected manuscript cannot be saved for
publication unless it cumulates the accept of all three executive editors involved in
this stage: the editor-in-chief, the associate editor-in-chief and the editorial secretary.
If one of them votes against, the manuscript will not be published. (see also the
section http://analeromana.uoradea.ro/peerreview.pdf). Neither the section editors
nor the reviews editors can replace any of the three: the editor-in-chief, the associate
editor-in-chief and the editorial secretary, for this decision.
 Copyright transfer regarding the conditions and terms of publication. Approval for
publication means automatically copyright transfer to ALLRO, in case of all accepted
manuscripts. Obviously, this transfer does not refer in any way to the ownership of
the intellectual content of the article. Authors are the only owners of their content.
Suppose an author objects to being published online. Authors should know that, by
copyright transfer, the decision about the form of publication belongs to ALLRO, not
to them.
 In case of ALLRO, copyright transfer refers solely to the conditions and terms of
publication.

